What motivated the National Archives to join the OPF?

There is a whole landscape of reasons why being an OPF member is a good thing for us as an organization. The main USP is the sustainability of the Reference Toolset that has become critical to a lot of organisations’ digital preservation workflows. We use some OPF tools ourselves, Jpylyzer being a really obvious one that plays a key role within our workflows for digitization. The National Archives also provides leadership for archives in England, and many of the organisations we provide guidance, support and advocacy for also use OPF tools. OPF’s involvement in emerging standards like E-ARK and its leadership in open source is also crucial, especially in the libraries, archives and museum sector where there isn’t always a lot of funding available and use of open source is more widespread.

What is OPF membership to you?

From my own perspective as a digital preservation practitioner, I find tremendous value in the knowledge exchange, particularly on a more technical level. By dealing with technology and tooling, OPF has a very specialised outlook compared to some of the other digital preservation advocacy organizations.

What does the future look like for OPF?

OPF is in a very strong position to be able to lead and participate in projects that have been ongoing for a while but also projects that will be emerging in the future. This means that OPF is well-placed to be at the forefront of innovation within the digital preservation community. I think that is really important.